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I watch the news on TV: talking heads discuss something a politician did, and what the 
police said about what he did, and what reporters have found out, and what the 
politician’s party members said, and what people on the street say. The anchors from the 
news program are proud to give their viewers (me) a balanced outlook of what is going on 
with the politician, who has fallen from grace. I have heard many times that perspective is 
what makes good journalism, and this idea lingers as I head to work. It is clear that the 
interpretation of things changes depending on what corollary information you get, or if 
there is information that has remained hidden or unknown to you. 
 
Now I am in my office. On my desk are several compiled works of don Juan Montalvo 
Fiallos (1832-1889), the renowned Ecuadorian essayist and raging liberal born in 
Ambato, author of Las catilinarias (1880) and Capítulos que se le olvidaron a Cervantes (1895). I 
teach Montalvo in survey courses and my students read about him in literary histories. 
Seeking to do my bit in the growing and refreshing research on nineteenth-century print 
culture in Spanish America, I am presently reading Montalvo as one of the milestones to 
trace the power of pamphlets in the shaping of a Latin American identity in opposition to 
the status quo. In this projected study of the fugacious pamphlet, Montalvo would be 
accompanied by José María Vargas Vila, Juan de Dios Uribe, Rufino Blanco Fombona, 
and Alberto Hidalgo, among others. In the same way that Aníbal González Pérez did in 
his seminal work La crónica modernista hispanoamericana (1983) to show that the journalistic 
chronicle offers a deeper historical perspective by revealing the nuanced texture of 
everyday life and daily writing, in my projected work I seek to show that pamphlets as 
forms of opinion written in the heat of the moment can teach us a lot about modes of 
thinking and political dynamics during those protean times. Like in the exciting research 
of William Acree in Everyday Reading (2011), or Christopher Conway’s Nineteenth-Century 
Spanish America: A Cultural History (2015), or Ronald Briggs’s The Moral Electricity of Print 
(2017), I want to explore how much insight we can gather about the nineteenth century 
yonder novelistic and essayistic production that sometimes limits the critic because of 
their self-referential quality. With this, of course, I am not denying the fact that essays and 
novels offer us remarkable and solidified representations of thought about their times. In 
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fact, it is thanks to them I am in the field of the nineteenth-century, and in fact I would 
like that an assessment of pamphlet writing could dialogue with the extremely poignant 
reinterpretation and rediscovery of literary production, such as that developed by Cathy 
Jrade, Nancy LaGreca and Alejandro Mejías-López in their ground-breaking work on 
Modernismo. Still, what I find more exciting about pamphlets is the way they can grasp 
the fleeting moment, the haziness of something captured in the move. This excitement 
may be because I cherish portraits, but I also treasure Polaroids. I apologize for the 
instantaneous image. 
 
It is by changing and shifting pedagogical strategies that we are able to convey and make 
clear the ideas we want to share with our students. It is by reassessing and reconfiguring 
our methodological approach to texts that we are able to reveal new meanings and rich 
literary conundrums. And if I am to incorporate the idea of the importance of perspective 
in the study of nineteenth-century literature and pamphlet writing, I should also 
incorporate perspective in my own writing by skewing the academic register I 
traditionally use. With change of perspective as a goal, and following the way in which 
pamphlets feature a strong sense of the subjective experience of the author in her or his 
aim to advance an agenda, I choose to write in the first person instead of the stable and 
self-assured third person prescribed in writing manuals. Methodologically, my aim is to 
replicate the way I situate myself, as a researcher, within the context of an ongoing 
historiographical process, by analogously imbedding myself into the discourse. 
 
My favorite text by Montalvo is “La dictadura perpetua” (1874), a harsh string of 
invectives against Gabriel García Moreno (1821-1875), the president of Ecuador who 
ruled his country with an iron fist. The pamphlet was written in response to an article that 
appeared in The Star and Herald, a Panamanian newspaper published in English. In 
Montalvo’s text I find hyperbolic words and acerbic insults; in other words, radical 
perspective. I like “La dictadura perpetua” because it is surrounded with such an aura of 
fulfilled prophecies, with such an accomplished feeling of the word as the sword, such an 
example of diatribe exercising its purifying power over tyrants and liars. And what an 
appropriate title: Perpetual Tyranny. 
 
No doubt, “La dictadura perpetua” is a great example of pamphleteering. It is also a 
formidable text that we, as teachers of literature and history, can use to trace the 
transition from the ideas of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment mood to Romanticism, 
and then to the very roots of Modernismo in its quest for revolutionizing political views 
and language. Montalvo underscores the use of the English language to back up the 
Ecuadorian regime; the fact that the newspaper in which the article he criticizes appeared 
was an American enterprise located in the Panama isthmus, a Colombian region strongly 
influenced by the economy of the United States, endorses the established interpretation of 
this pamphlet as one of the first clearly stated articulations of the identity of Latin 
America in opposition to the United States. Montalvo’s standpoint predates by fifteen 
years José Martí’s forewarning that Latin Americans should unite against the expansionist 
agenda put in place by the government of James A. Garfield, and more specifically by his 
Secretary of State James G. Blaine, during the Pan-American Conference of 1889.1 It 
also predates by more than two decades Martí’s characterization of the North American 
country as a monster.2 Both Montalvo and Martí inaugurate a type of discourse of 
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opposition to the United States in vogue from the last quarter of the nineteenth-century 
to the present. The study of this type of discourse would render its best fruits if analyzed 
as pamphlet, but understanding pamphlets not from the misconception that considers 
them as lowbrow literature, but as literature of immediacy, of the projection of urgent 
ideas, and of complete clarity of goals that pursues direct political change. Pamphlets as 
literature, written by literary authors, are conceivably the best way to ground literary 
pieces in their historical context. Indeed, most of the consecrated authors of the second 
half of nineteenth century—Casal, Darío, Gómez Carrillo, Martí, Montalvo, and even 
Sarmiento, to name just the stock names—wrote regular pieces for newspapers that 
established the qualities of the pamphlet and found in the fast-paced style of political 
journalism an avenue of expression of their literary and ideological thinking. This 
inclination of nineteenth-century Spanish American writers toward what Marshall 
McLuhan has called the “hot” medium of the newspaper serves as proof of the relevance 
of pamphlets and journalistic pieces to the rapid advancement of their viewpoints.3 

 
Montalvo’s pamphlet accuses the Star and Herald as representative of a discourse of double 
standards and propaganda that contradicts the—until then still prevalent—conception of 
the United States as a source of ideas of liberty and self-determination.4 “La dictadura 
perpetua” is an early assessment of the United States (embodied by the writers of the 
newspaper) as a country that symbolizes a common enemy for the nascent Spanish 
American nations and which allows for the creation of a common image in opposition to 
that perceived enemy. After ironically stating that the article of the Star and Herald forgot 
to praise García Moreno for his repeated efforts to sell his country to foreign powers, 
Montalvo goes on to signal the journalists as traitors of the ideas of the founding fathers of 
both Colombia—of which Panama was part of then—and the United States: “Los 
ecuatorianos no bendicen a García Moreno, sabedlo, escritores sabios, periodistas de 
conciencia que lleváis sobre los hombros la máquina de Gutenberg, y que ojalá llevaseis 
dentro del pecho el alma de Washington y Bolívar” (91).5 

 
Evident is the use of irony, the most powerful component of pamphlets—second only to 
direct insult—to unveil the double standard of the newspaper that would condemn any 
action against the constitution of the United States, while openly defending the actions of 
the Ecuadorian tyrant against the very laws of his own country: “[M]as visto que una 
triste nación del sur no es los Estados Unidos, entréguesela de nuevo a su verdugo. 
‘Verdad a este lado de los Pirineos, error al otro lado’”(92). 
 
In his pamphlet, Montalvo is very close to asserting that the opinions of the Star and Herald 
are in fact those of a rapacious and cloaked United States government. But he does not go 
that far. He merely points to the fact that the newspaper’s defense of García Moreno is 
published in a Colombian newspaper, written in English, and one that promotes ideas not 
present in the rest of the press of that country: 
 

[P]or qué le sufren [a García Moreno], exclaman en Bogotá; por qué no le 
derriban, añaden en Popayán; por qué no le matan, gritan en la brava 
Pasto. La prensa de Panamá ha tomado sobre sí el oponerse a esas 
ciudades: ella no quiere que le derriben ni le maten; antes proclama la 
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dictadura perpetua del verdugo. ¡No, señores! No he dicho la prensa de 
Panamá; digo un periódico, periódico escrito en lengua extraña. (99) 

 
Montalvo is unsettled by this English-speaking “enemy within,” but even more 
apprehensive of the fact that the United States, a place that had been regarded as one 
source of republican ideas for the recently liberated Hispanic American nations, seemed 
to be changing. He seems fearful that the initially celebrated ideas devised by John 
Quincy Adams and implemented by James Monroe, and that we now know as the 
“Monroe Doctrine,” were losing their brethren-like spirit and were slowly acquiring the 
shape of Roosevelt’s stick. Enraged by the words of the newspaper stating that García 
Moreno “had reigned” in Ecuador, and maintaining that it would be detrimental if his 
reign would come to an end, Montalvo responds with the precision of a philologist. By 
quoting the newspaper, by interpreting the words used in the article, and by 
recontextualizing them, Montalvo seeks to reveal the hidden mechanism of the 
intromission of the foreign power, comparing it with a form of government similar to that 
of monarchical Spain: 
 

Reinar: la lengua inglesa, lengua de la única monarquía donde reina la 
libertad; lengua de los Estados Unidos, no esperaba que en una República 
libre e ilustrada [Colombia] se la emplease para abogar por un cruel 
tirano [. . .] ¡Después de quince años de un nefando despotismo, de unas 
presidencias ganadas con puñal en mano, hay en Colombia quien litigue 
por él [García Moreno], y crea necesaria la continuación de su reinado! (93) 

 
The same strategy of quoting, interpreting, and repositioning the English text is followed 
by Montalvo to expose the aim of the North American-owned newspaper of depicting 
García Moreno as a ruler of a country with “a great amount of moral progress,” or one of 
all-encompassing advancement. He is also enraged with the translation of a very popular 
proverb—“más vale malo conocido que bueno por conocer” [the known evil is better 
than the good yet to know]—not only because of the tasteless translation, but for the use 
of terms proper to the world of doxa as if they were part of the realm of episteme. 
Montalvo uses exegesis, another key element of pamphlet writing, in order to lessen the 
power of conviction of the text he is attacking: 
 

“Más vale un malo conocido que un bueno por conocer”. Este es el ruin 
adagio que ustedes han ido a mendigar a otra lengua, para ponerlo por 
fundamento filosófico de una infame usurpación, de una perpetuidad que 
es ya, no solamente la ignominia del Ecuador, pero también la vergüenza 
de la América republicana. ¿A dónde van a parar los principios 
democráticos, a dónde las instituciones liberales, a dónde los derechos de 
los pueblos, a dónde la justicia, a dónde el pundonor, a dónde la dignidad 
humana, a dónde la libertad, a dónde la esperanza? “Más vale un malo 
conocido que un bueno por conocer”. ¡Ah, señores, si las sentencias de la 
trascasa han de salir ahora a echar por tierra las máximas de la filosofía, 
los fundamentos del gobierno, las bases de la república, llorad, llorad 
conmigo la calamidad de los tiempos, la negra desdicha del género 
humano[!] (97) 
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“La dictadura perpetua” is a tremendous piece of literary writing, with this profusion of 
exclamation marks, with the rhythm of the attacks evoking sea waves and undercurrents, 
making the reader think of how difficult it is for someone attacked in a pamphlet to get 
free of the grip of half-veiled, and not so veiled, insults. In Montalvo’s pamphlet, under 
the appropriate, forewarning title of “La dictadura perpetua” what is important for the 
researcher are the smaller, in this case parenthesized, words: “(Error del «Star and 
Herald»).” 
 
Montalvo’s “La dictadura perpetua” is an answer, a counter-discourse, a reactionary 
reaction. Montalvo’s text is a perspective against the view of an US-leaning newspaper. 
The content of the parenthesis also ratifies my preconceived idea that it should come as 
normal that an American newspaper is backing up the dictatorship of García Moreno in 
Ecuador. This is not surprising. It is 1874, and there is a history of intervention of the 
United States in the affairs of the rest of the continent. As I mentioned before, President 
Monroe had already stated his views of blocking the influence of European countries in 
his message to congress of 1823. Nicaragua, for example, had already seen the adventures 
and misadventures of William Walker, who became president of the country back in 
1856, and who hit bottom in front of the firing squad, in Honduras in 1860. No surprises. 
Yet, as one gathers more information, the hermeneutic certainty becomes hazy. Where 
was this newspaper published? In Panama City. One immediately would take for granted, 
erroneously, that an opinion published in Panama will very likely endorse the 
international policy of the United States. It is 1874 and many adventurers from the 
United States have taken the American-built train from Aspinwall (now Colón) to 
Panama City, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, to access the golden riches of California. 
But something does not fit; this is happening six years before the Canal work even started, 
and although occasionally foreshadowed, the interest of the Americans had not yet been 
overtly manifested. I check all the editions of “La dictadura perpetua” but I cannot find 
more information. It seems odd that the previously interested scholars have not gone 
further in discovering what the qualities of the sting that stung Montalvo were, what 
irritated him so. But there is no date of the original stinging publication, no summary of 
what it said, no comment on the political leanings of the editors of the Star and Herald. 
This means that I have to trust Montalvo alone. Even if I love his ruffled feathery 
anathemas, this trusting him alone, trusting his critics alone, makes me uncomfortable. 
 
Electronic search engines, librarians with their almost oracular presence (they know it all, 
if not they will find out for you), requests for dusty volumes resting in remote storage 
buildings, waiting, waiting, eye-blurring microfilm reels spinning like feverish silent 
movies, incomplete collections, damaged copies. Many months wandering in the archive, 
but there it is, I have finally found it. Montalvo’s sting (Fig.1):6 
 

Tuesday Morning, October 20, 1874 
 
The Presidential Elections in Ecuador 
 
The Republic of Ecuador, like a well-ordered States, is preparing to elect 
its President for the next Constitutional term. Judging by the press there, 
the general sentiment is in favor of electing the Señor Garcia Moreno for 
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another term as the only man “to consolidate liberty, preserve the 
established order, carry out the progress already initiated, and secure a 
happy future for the people of Ecuador.” To change the actual President, 
it is alleged, would cause a general disturbance of the tranquility of the 
country which it now enjoys. What President Moreno has done for the 
progress and advancement of the country is patent to all. It is therefore 
considered safest to follow the old proverb “Mas vale un malo conocido, que uno 
bueno por conocer.” In the month of May next the Ecuadorian people will be 
called on to exercise one of their most important rights according to the 
Constitution—that is—the changing of the President of the Republic, or 
the continuation of the present chief Magistrate for another period. There 
is no doubt that those [who] opine and recommend for the latter choice, 
look to the tranquility of the country and stability of the Government. The 
greatest enemies of President Moreno must admit that under his 
administration the country has enjoyed peace, and a great deal of moral as 
well as material progress. That he has reigned with a firm hand and 
determined purpose, and destroyed the hopes of would-be revolutionists, 
was a philosophical adaptation of the government to the times and 
circumstances of the people, whose progress was to be his chief reward; 
and the wisdom of it has been proved by results. As an offset let us look for 
a moment at the scandalous events taking place in the neighboring 
Republic of Bolivia. There militarism reigns supreme, treats the people like 
dogs, the government has falsified its word and promises to the people, yet 
shouts out without the least sense of shame, liberty! liberty! when liberty is 
not allowed to exist. The barbarous and scandalous acts committed in La 
Paz on the 8th ult., and to which we have alluded in a previous issue, 
dishonor the name of America before the civilized world, and show Bolivia 
to be a country where all Constitutional guarantees are a dead letter, and 
go to make it highly questionably if true republicanism can possibly 
flourish in several Spanish American countries. Not because of the people, 
be it understood, but of blind and unprincipled leaders who drag both 
country and people into the ditch. Ecuador has now enjoyed peace and 
order for a long time, and whatever we may think of the means, moral and 
material, which Señor Garcia Moreno has chosen to bring them about, 
the facts exist, and until experience shows that he was wrong we have a 
right to say the people of Ecuador are wise in letting well alone instead of 
seeking to be better under a Governor whose abilities for good or evil 
would have yet to be proved with no remedy but a destructive revolution, 
should he turn out to be a failure. We are not of those who would 
congratulate a country whose degree of progress depended alone on the 
qualities of a personal government, though it must be admitted that history 
proves that the dictatorship and even despotism have often saved a people 
from great evils while an excess of liberty too often leads to ruin. The 
question of another term for Señor Garcia Moreno is a different thing in 
Ecuador than the fear in the United States that too prolonged continuance 
in power of General Grant may lead to Cæsarism. The circumstances of 
the two Republics are very different and it would be hard to find in 
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Ecuador another man, in the present circumstances, more suitable for next 
President than Señor Garcia Moreno himself. (2) 

 
Perspective. One hundred and forty-three years after the publication of this article 
defending the unchecked continuation of a Latin American politician in power—together 
with the strategy of plebiscites, manipulations, and expeditious changes to the 
constitutions we have become so used to—I can understand Montalvo’s irked reaction. I 
can understand his skepticism vis-à-vis the recommendations of a supposedly liberal 
newspaper written in English and distributed from the door that connects the two oceans, 
and a clear example of the ambivalent presence of the United States in Latin America. I 
can understand Montalvo’s disbelief in the use of a discourse defending the idea that 
some bloody dictators are better than others. Now that I know the origin of Montalvo’s 
indignation I get a clearer picture of the relation between an immediate limited event—
the newspaper defending the undemocratic continuation of García Moreno in power—
and a far reaching discourse that seeks the unification of Latin American countries against 
a perceived common enemy embodied by the government of the United States. I read 
“La dictadura perpetua” with renewed interest from beginning to end. I am already 
thinking about the discussion I will have with my students at some point, in some class, on 
the importance of journalistic replies to the development of public opinion, even back in 
the old nineteenth century. 
 
I see something I had not noticed before, though. The last page of “La dictadura 
perpetua” is dated in Panama City, October 28, 1874. This is a week to the day of the 
article in The Star and Herald. Over 7,700 printed words in eight days! Even less than eight 
days, if we are to count the duration of the trip of the English-written article from 
Panama City to Ipiales, a small Colombian city on the Colombia-Ecuador border, where 
Montalvo was supposedly exiled, escaping García Moreno’s persecution.7 The article 
“The Presidential Elections in Ecuador” had to travel all the way down to a harbor in 
southern Colombia, most likely Tumaco, and then on a mule’s back more than 200 
kilometers to Ipiales. Then Montalvo would have had to read it, to think about it, to write 
his protest pamphlet, then back by mule, by boat, to Panama City. I am not counting the 
time it took for printing and distribution. This cannot be. It does not add up. Yet 
Montalvo writes that “No ha mucho pasó por este puente del mundo,” referring to 
Panama. The date on the last page is also accompanied with the information of Panama 
City as the place of publication. Is this just the common writing strategy of the 
pamphleteer to invest the text with immediacy? Was Montalvo indeed in Panama? Now, 
it could also be that the date of the pamphlet is not that of its publication, but the date 
when Montalvo finished writing. If this is the case, it is still a great feat to write so much 
in just a few days, even though Montalvo was a great fan of strong coffee.8 

 
Beyond historical punctiliousness, the haziness of Montalvo’s whereabouts and 
“wheneabouts” is relevant in order to problematize the manner in which—through the 
use of ideologically mediated historical interpretation—Montalvo’s image has been 
shaped to fulfill an iconic place. These non-fitting pieces of the puzzle are also important 
because they reveal how Montalvo was not a lone actor in Ecuadorian politics, but an 
important piece of a larger, collective effort. The speed with which the Star and Herald 
issue got to Montalvo’s hands, and the celerity with which the “La dictadura perpetua” 
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was published, had much to do with the presence of another important Ecuadorian 
political figure exiled in Panama: Eloy Alfaro (1842-1912).9 

 
After a failed insurrection against García Moreno in 1864, Alfaro fled to Panama, where 
he became an affluent entrepreneur. In 1872 he married Ana Paredes Arosemena, the 
young daughter of one of the prominent families of the isthmus. Alfaro’s investment in a 
Salvadorian silver mine, together with his success in the import-export business rendered 
him wealthy. It was this wealth that allowed him to fund Montalvo on several occasions: 
 

[Alfaro] no dejaba de intuir que se trataba de un eminente hombre de 
letras, de una Gloria literaria que, para bien del Ecuador y de América, 
debía resguardarse; y le concedió diligentemente todo cuanto quiso—para 
ir a Europa, para publicar sus folletos de polémica o para que vaya al 
Perú, “a visitar a los proscritos”, según era el deseo de Montalvo. (Reyes 
194) 

 
It was Alfaro who sponsored the publication of Montalvo’s famous pamphlet. Alfaro’s 
biographer Emeterio S. Santovenia is careful to show how the relation between these two 
exiles was mutually beneficial. Alfaro needed the fame and pen of Montalvo, Montalvo 
needed the financial support of Alfaro. Both needed each other to combat their common 
enemy: “Al lado del pensador que así se produce está el lidiador, junto a Montalvo se 
halla Alfaro. Y Alfaro asume la responsabilidad de pagar la impresión y dar amplia 
circulación a “La dictadura perpetua” en un folleto llamado a incrementar la celebridad 
de Montalvo y a precipitar la caída de García Moreno” (Santovenia 50).10 

 
A felicitous outcome of the hours I spent trying to find the antecedents of Montalvo’s “La 
dictadura perpetua” is that I became well acquainted with the Star and Herald. I got used 
to the columns in Spanish and English, to the lists of boats and steamers arriving and 
departing to and from Aspinwall and Panama City, and to the ads for all sorts of 
merchandise. Readers will understand my surprise when on the first page of the issue 
containing the article praising the re-election of García Moreno, that is, the sting that 
stung Montalvo, there was, in the third column, in block letters, an announcement for 
one of Alfaro’s enterprises (Fig. 2). 
 
Now, with a dash of imagination, I am able to reconstruct how events unfolded. In the 
afternoon of Tuesday, October 20, 1874, after having lunch with doña Ana, Alfaro sat to 
read the newspaper. He confirmed that his ad for hats and produce was indeed printed, 
both in Spanish and English. Then he flipped the paper to the English section, just to 
know how the world was running. He browsed the news about the recent earthquake in 
Guatemala, he also read about the section of “Shipping and Commercial Intelligence” 
with information on boats. His eyes stopped at a title very significant to him: “The 
Presidential Elections in Ecuador.” After reading the article Alfaro must have been 
furious about finding, published alongside his classified ad, the defense of García 
Moreno’s reelection. This means that before Montalvo, the sting had stung Alfaro.11 The 
politician-entrepreneur sent the article to his protégé, together with a good dose of 
infectious irritation, and Montalvo wrote his pamphlet. Alfaro published it in Panama, 
and both entered Latin American history through the big door. A few months later, 
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Montalvo interpreted his pamphlet as the real cause and inspiration for the assassination 
of dictator García Moreno by stating that “No ha sido el machete de Rayo, sino mi 
pluma quien le ha matado” (Pérez 95).12 

 
So far I have been able to trace the origins of Juan Montalvo’s “La dictadura perpetua.” 
In the process, I have given new interpretative perspective to the conformation of a 
discourse that attacks changes in Latin American politics and signals at the same time the 
presence of the United States as the instigator and supporter of oppressive governments in 
the hemisphere. The relevance of pamphlets to tracing the relations between Hispanic 
America and the United States resides in their immediacy, in their aim to reach broader 
publics through periodical publications, in their aspiration to produce instant reaction. 
Pamphlets allow us as investigators to have a more direct connection to important 
producers of change that nonetheless have remained hidden. By incorporating the 
element of immediacy and the contextual richness of the newspaper, for example, we are 
more aware that the power of the poetry of Cuban modernista Julián del Casal does not 
stop with his use of a language that critics label as exoticist. In turn, by assessing Casal’s 
poems in relation to the content of other discourses appearing in the very same 
newspapers where he published, we begin to see that his poetry stands out as more ironic, 
as more critical of his reality, than what we could have gathered by reading the same 
poems in an edited volume, deprived of their material context. A very similar redefinition 
of perspective occurs when incorporating pamphlet writing as literary discourse in 
contrast with traditional literary texts, as can be verified in Martí’s Versos sencillos in 
contrast with his articles—some of them are clearly pamphlets—published in newspapers 
of his day. Still, the immediacy of this sort of material requires that we, as scholars, study 
these texts in their relation to other texts. In this sense, intertextuality is not important 
simply as a way of enriching our perspective, but as a necessary instrument for the 
accuracy of our interpretation. This is why I felt forced to follow up on Montalvo’s 
request that the Panamanian newspaper revise its statement: “Con harto fundamento 
esperamos, señores redactores del Star and Herald, que ustedes rectifiquen los conceptos del 
artículo que ha motivado el presente opusculillo; y mucho más si hacen memoria de los 
tan contrarios que más de una vez han consignado en su periódico, obedeciendo a la ley 
de la justicia” (“La dictadura perpetua” 104). 
 
If I had been able to find the cause of Montalvo’s fury, it was equally necessary, for the 
sake of historical justice—if you allow me one more grandiloquence—to give the Star and 
Herald the opportunity to reply, to answer Montalvo’s challenge more than a hundred 
years later. I kept browsing each issue of the newspaper after the date on Montalvo’s 
pamphlet. I found more ads, more steamboats, more editorials. This is the issue of 
Saturday, November 28, 1874. Here is the answer for which Montalvo waited for a little 
more than a month, and for which perspective has waited for a little more than a century 
(Fig. 3). 
 

Señor García Moreno 
 
We are bound to admit that in taking up the subject of the Presidential 
election in Ecuador, we expressed an opinion that the re-election of García 
Moreno for another period might be the least of two evils. Recent news 
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from that Republic tends to modify that opinion. By order of the 
Government the Editor of the La Nueva Era of Guayaquil has been arrested 
for having written disrespectfully of the person of Señor García Moreno. 
That one of the chief means adopted to govern the country is the gagging 
of the press, the chief resort of all despots, seems to be the normal 
condition of the relations existing between the people and Government of 
Ecuador. A country wanting in one of the chief essentials of a free people 
can scarcely be called a Republic. In this respect Ecuador stands out in 
humiliating contrast with her neighbor Colombia where all religious and 
civil intolerance have been abolished, and every man has guaranteed to 
him the right of expressing his thoughts and opinions subject only to the 
law which provides against a criminal abuse of the same. If criticisms 
affecting the person of the President are to be quantified or not as libellous 
by subservient judges, were to be the rule and to impose the punishment of 
two years imprisonment and fines of $200, the liberty enjoyed in England 
and the United States would not be what it is. We do not pretend to be so 
well posted in the past history of Señor García Moreno as Mr. Montalvo 
who thought it worth his while to write and publish a pamphlet to rebuke 
our opinion regarding the re-election of the present President of Ecuador, 
but as actions speak louder than words, we must retrace our steps and 
admit that the re-election of García Moreno instead of being the least, is 
more likely to be the greatest of two evils offered to the choice of the 
people of Ecuador. (2)  

 
The correction of The Star and Herald was followed by meaningful news in the very same 
column: 
 

Ecuador 
 
The Los Andes of Guayaquil of the 11th instant announces that Miguel 
Valverde, Editor of La Nueva Era and Frederick Proaño, who formerly 
edited the same periodical, were arrested in a same day by the Police. It 
was said they would be sent to the Capital. The issue of the same paper of 
the 14th says the motive of their arrest was in consequence of a note from 
the Minister of the Interior ordering that they should be put on their trial 
for certain opinions expressed in the Nueva Era, which the Executive Power 
considered seditious, as well as injurious and libellous of the person of the 
President of the Republic. 
[. . .] With respect to the arrest of the editor of the La Nueva Era, the La 
Prensa informs us that the company of Police caused señor Valverde to be 
brought up on a charge of calumny, which, according to article 480 of the 
Penal Code, will assign him to two years imprisonment and $200 fine. (2)13 

 
Perspective. After all, the American-run newspaper was not, in this case, the unswerving 
North Star in defense of tyrant governments, nor the herald of Monroist propaganda. 
Contrary to our inherited view of Montalvo’s dictadura, this well-known pamphlet does not 
stand as an exemplary and rightful moment of defiance against the United States. The 
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comparison and intertwining of Montalvo’s production with his historical context does 
moderate his image as a prophet and fighter of anti-imperialist ideas in Latin America. At 
the same time, his image gains more depth as an intellectual of his time. This also shows 
that instead of alternating diatribes what we are witnessing is an exchange of ideas 
regarding the democratic future of the young republics. Newspapers and other 
publications may serve as mouthpieces for colonizing ideologies. But they can also be, as 
it seems to be in this case, independent sources of opinion that are reshaped as a result of 
tangible, immediate facts, and a little bit of pamphleteering. I need to make sure of 
discussing this methodological aspect with my class. Perhaps a good comparison will be to 
remind them how their papers change in their second draft after incorporating the 
comments and suggestions of their peers and their professor. 
 
The inclusion of pamphlets and essays published in newspapers in the study of 
nineteenth-century literary production—we must remember that in our classes of 
introduction to literature we teach our students that essays are literature, and that 
pamphlets are essays—provides a rich avenue of interpretation of texts that have 
continued to be considered as detached documents with unclear or superficial relation to 
their context. The vitality, acrimony, and immediacy of pamphlets, together with the 
sense they provide of being unfinished or provisional, allows us to measure the process of 
the literary production of canonical authors we usually see as homogeneous and 
unwavering. Montalvo is not necessarily the unquestioned first champion of Latin 
American identity in opposition to the United States. Martí shows in his pamphlet-like 
articles an angle in which a literary critic will acknowledge that the Cuban thinker 
followed a meandering, dubitative path, and not the straight-as-an-arrow program we 
have become to identify him with. Gutiérrez Nájera’s articles compiled under the title of 
“Crítica social” portray an author who was very much in contact with his immediate 
reality, even though he would advocate in many of his other writings for a cosmopolitan 
viewpoint. Reading Domingo Faustino Sarmiento’s Facundo not as a bound volume—or 
as a reduced and fragmentary selection in a Spanish American literary history—but as 
the original publication in installments in Chile’s El Progreso newspaper, makes even more 
evident the pamphleteering spirit of immediacy with which the author wanted to imbue 
his work.14 It is evident, then, that by studying and contrasting the untapped wealth of 
pamphlet literature we have disregarded until now as lowbrow, or as literature devoid of 
the universal qualities we expect of canonical works and authors, we will encounter new 
ways of rediscovering the dynamism and effervescence of nineteenth-century cultural 
production. A contrasted perspective of this sort generates radically productive venues for 
those of us who study the literature of the past, and its connections to our present. 
 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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Fig. 1. Page 2 of The Star and Herald of October 20, 1874. The article “The Presidential 
Election in Ecuador” that prompted Montalvo’s writing of his pamphlet “La dictadura 

perpetua” begins in the second column. 
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Fig. 2. Title page of The Star and Herald of October 20, 1874. Eloy Alfaro’s advertisement 

is visible in the upper part of the third column. 
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Fig. 3. Page 2 of The Star and Herald of November 28, 1874. The article “Señor García 
Moreno” begins in the fourth column. After the imprisonment of journalists by García 
Moreno’s regime and acknowledging Montalvo’s pamphlet, the newspaper retraced its 
original opinion of the ruler as the best option for the presidential elections in Ecuador.   
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Notes 
 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to the thorough and enlightening reading of 
the evaluators of this essay.  
 
1 Martí publishes in La Nación of Buenos Aires, on December 19, 1889 (although dated 

November 2, 1889) a piece that shows a pamphlet-like mordacity and an opposing 
definition for Hispanic America: 

 
Jamás hubo en América, de la independencia acá, asunto que requiera más 
sensatez, ni obligue a más vigilancia, ni pida examen más claro y minucioso, 
que el convite que los Estados Unidos potentes, repletos de productos 
invendibles: y determinados a extender sus dominios en América, hacen a las 
Naciones americanas de menos poder, ligadas por el comercio libre y útil con 
los pueblos europeos, para ajustar una liga contra Europa, y cerrar tratos con 
el resto del mundo. De la tiranía de España supo salvarse la América española; 
y ahora, después de ver con ojos judiciales los antecedentes, causas y factores 
del convite, urge decir, porque es la verdad, que ha llegado para la América 
española la hora de declarar su segunda independencia. (Obras Completas, Vol. 
6, p. 46) 
 

2 “Viví en el monstruo, y le conozco las entrañas: —y mi honda es la de David” (Obras 
Completas. Vol. 4, p. 168). Nevertheless, this well-known piece of pamphlet-like 
material was not part of anything published by Martí; it was a private letter to his 
friend Manuel Mercado. 

3 In Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (1964) McLuhan explains that “hot media” 
involves less of a subjective participation, channels more information to the reader 
and gives less space to her or his interpretation. In consequence, hot media like the 
newspaper functions more effectively in influencing the behavior of a large group of 
people: “Any hot medium allows of less participation than a cool one, as a lecture 
makes for less participation than a seminar, and a book for less than a dialogue” (25). 

4 In this genealogy of pamphlets revealing doubts about the role of the United States I am 
not including Simón Bolívar’s opinions about the presence of a diplomatic 
representation of that country in the Amphictyonic Congress of 1826 in Panama. The 
reason for the exclusion is that Bolívar did not make his opinions broadly known 
through a published pamphlet. 

5 The text of the mast of the publication clarifies the possible reasons of distrust that 
Montalvo had for the American-owned newspaper: 

 
Panama Star and Herald  
and  
La estrella de Panamá 
Published Every Tuesday, Thursday  
and Saturday by  
James Boyd,  
editor and proprietor  
at his office 
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Calle Muralla de San José, Panama 
At 10 cents per copy 

 
6 All texts extracted from the Star and Herald have been reproduced keeping all 

grammatical inconsistencies and typographical errors. 
7 “Allí, [en Ipiales] en secreta correspondencia con sus amigos de Quito, seguía los pasos 

del tirano, [. . .] Un correo de Panamá trájole el periódico Star and Herald, en el cual 
aparecía un elogio de García Moreno, cual a estadista digno de la reelección 
presidencial” (Checa Drouet 222). 

8 Nevertheless, in the introduction to Montalvo’s Páginas desconocidas Roberto Agromonte 
affirms that “El 28 de octubre de 1874 se imprime en Panamá la Dictadura Perpetua, 
que no circula por Quito sino hasta el mes de mayo de 1875” (X). 

9 Eloy Alfaro would become president of Ecuador in 1895 until 1901, and again from 
1906 to 1911. He is considered a principal figure in the conformation of Ecuador’s 
modern state. The most important changes during his government were the 
separation of state and church, the legalization of civil marriage and divorce, and the 
defense of freedom of speech. He also promoted the construction of railroads in order 
to stimulate the economy of his country. Alfaro was killed by a mob in 1912. 

10 In his Vida de Juan Montalvo, Oscar Efrén Reyes indicates that after a brief period of time 
in Lima in 1870 Montalvo chooses Ipiales as the “lugar definitivo para el transcurso 
de su proscripción” (199). This author also affirms that “‘La Dictadura Perpetua’ [fue] 
editada por Alfaro en Panamá” (220). 

11 This issue calls for further investigation of the relation between Alfaro and the 
Panamanian newspaper in order to discover if it was a strictly commercial relation 
between an entrepreneur and a medium to place his ads, or if there were political or 
ideological links or differences, with the editor and owner James Boyd. 

12 These are the words purportedly said by Montalvo, but there is no written source 
confirming their accuracy. Other accounts claim that his words were “Mía es la 
Gloria. Mi pluma lo mató.” García Moreno was killed by Faustino Lemos Rayo, a 
Colombian living in Quito. 

13 Miguel Valverde founded La Nueva Era in Guayaquil in 1873. One of the main goals of 
the publication was to criticize the reelection of García Moreno to the presidency of 
Ecuador. Both Valverde and Federico Proaño were accused of seditious comments 
and put in jail. Regardless of the lack of evidence to condemn their writings as 
criminal, they were exiled to Perú by order of García Moreno. 

14 Sarmiento’s note of May 1, 1845 in El Progreso explains the political relevance of the 
speedy publication of Facundo as a pamphlet: “Un interés del momento, premioso y 
urgente a mi juicio, me hace trazar rápidamente un cuadro que había creído poder 
presentar algún día, tan acabado como me fuese posible. He creído necesario hacinar 
sobre el papel mis ideas tales como se presentan, sacrificando toda pretensión literaria 
a la necesidad de atajar un mal que puede ser trascendental para nosotros” (qtd. in 
Facundo 3). In her “El Facundo como folletín,” Elizabeth Garrels determines the 
serialized, temporary, and at times hurried nature of Sarmiento’s work. Garrels also 
shows that although the publication of the text as a serialized folletín in the journal El 
Progreso may have been a strategic move to remonstrate the presence in Chile of 
Rosas’s minister plenipotentiary Santiago de Baldomero García, Sarmiento did not 
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change the course of his writing as a result of an “intercambio continuo y productivo 
entre el folletinista y su público” (423). 
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